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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an algorithm for detecting
similar images in a large scale dataset. After considering various
methods as invisible watermarking and image feature detection,
we developed a method based on the Harris corner detection
and the Scale Invariant F eature T ransf orm keypoints and
descriptors for analyzing the properties of an image.
Our goal is that the proposed algorithm be resilient to watermarked, scaled or cropped images, and provide a fast running
time for our large dataset.
In order to be able to handle a large amount of images and
associated data, we have decided to maintain the descriptors of
the images in a set of KD-tree structures for fast querying. This
allows an initial filtering of the data set, reducing the number of
images which should be analyzed. Thus, we will use two search
algorithms, one of which has a lower time complexity, but has
a lower accuracy when providing the results, and a second one,
which performed a more in-depth analysis of the images.

I.

•

cropping

•

various filters

As said above, the granularity of the algorithm should
be set so that it should be able to distinguish between two
lightly similar images (e.g. two different pictures of the Eiffel
Tower, made by two different persons) and two images, one
of which is obtained from the other.
The speed and scalability of the algorithm are also major
factors which should be seriously taken into consideration.
It should be able to handle a large number of queries and
provide a small response-time per query. Of course, there is
a close connection between the running time of the algorithm
and its precision, connection which should be closely analyzed
in order to create a balance between the two.
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I NTRODUCTION

Image processing has been a very important research
domain the last years, the ever increasing number of images
present on the Internet becoming more and more challenging
to index, store and analyze.
Copyright infringement and image detection have also been
big issues which have been discussed and studied for a long
time, major users in the photography industry wanting to
know at all times when someone is using or modifying one
of their photos.
The problem discussed in this paper is considered a very
difficult one, because the algorithm needs to be at the same
time accurate, fast and scalable.

II.

P REVIOUS W ORK

There are a lot of algorithms which focus on image
similarity and key feature detection, and after studying
several ones, we decided on focusing on two main ones,
the Harris corner detector and the Scale Invariant
F eature T ransf orm. Our choice was determined on the
fact we wanted to be able to control the sensitivity of the
matches, but also to efficiently distribute the algorithm on
several machines for a large input set.

A. Harris Corner Detection
Our goal was to design a scalable algorithm which can
index information about a large set of images, and perform
queries of finding a highly similar image with a given input
one.
The algorithm should be focused on copyright detection, so
it should be able to determine if the input image is one of
the images in the dataset, with one or several of the following
transformations applied:
•

watermarks

•

scaling

The main idea of the Harris corner detector algorithm
is that, given an input image, the most predominant features
that a human eye recognizes and memorizes are corners. A
corner is considered to be an intersection of two edges, so,
selecting a small area around the point and shifting it should
result in a large variation in the intensity of the pixels in that
area.
Therefore, each area in an image can be classified in three
categories:
•
50

flat, in which intensities do not vary in either direction
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•

edge, in which intensities don’t vary in the direction
of the edge

•

corner, in which intensities vary in all directions

A. Analysis of a pair of images
In order to analyze a pair of images, we used the SIFT
descriptors determined in the previous section. The two sets
of descriptors are compared in order to obtain the best matches
between pairs of keypoints. A distance is computed between
each pair of keypoint descriptors, which is the Euclidian norm
between the SIFT descriptors of the keypoints. Experimentally,
we have concluded that a match between two keypoints has a
high similarity if the Euclidian norm is less than 100.
For a pair of images, we first find the set of SIFT components
that are part of the Harris corner-mask and then compute
the best matches between these keypoints. We have decided
to use the corner-mask as a filtering mechanism for the
SIFT keypoints in order to be able to potentially reduce the
number of descriptors of a given image. We keep only the
best 10 matches, and compute the arithmetic mean between
the distances of these matches; if this mean is smaller than
100, the two images are considered similar. We shall name
this algorithm the pair similarity algorithm and the mean
between the distances image pair score.
Figure 1 shows the corresponding matches between two images
with two different watermarks, one of which is rotated 90o
clockwise.

In order to determine in which category a certain area with
a size of (w, h) belongs
P to, we will compute the variation of
intensity: E(w, h) = x,y w(x, y)∗[I(x+w, y+h)−I(x, y)]2 ,
where w is a window function, which assigns weights to pixels,
and I is the intensity of a certain pixel of the grayscale image.
In order to
Pdetermine the corner areas, we have to maximize the
function x,y [I(x+w, y +v)−I(x, y)]2 , which using T aylor
expansion and representing
form
can be
 in a matrix
 written
P
Ix2 Ix Iy
w
as E(w, h) ≈ [w h] ∗
∗
, and,
2
x,y I I
h  
I
x y
y
w
furthermore, using a substitution E(w, h) ≈ [w h]∗M ∗
.
h
Using this equation, the score of a certain area is computed as
R = det(M ) − k ∗ (trace(M ))2 . A higher score of R denotes
a higher probability of the area being a corner.
B. Scale Invariant Feature Transform
1) Keypoint
localization:
Although
the
Harris corner detection algorithm presented in the
previous section is immune to rotation transformations of
an image, it does not perform well if the image is scaled,
because a high intensity change in an area of size (w, h) of
an image might vary if the dimensions of the image change,
but the size of the area remains the same.
Thus, D. Lowe, in 2004, presented a new algorithm for
extracting keypoints and computing their descriptors, named
Scale Invariant F eature T ransf orm.
At first, a Gaussian distribution is applied on the analyzed
image, which depending of the standard deviation, σ, blurs the
x2 +y 2

−
1
2∗σ 2 .
image with a certain amount: G(x, y) = 2∗π∗σ
2 ∗ e
Then, the Laplacian of the image is computed, in order
to highlight the regions of rapid intensity changes:
δ2 I
δ2 I
L(x, y) = δx
2 + δy 2 . Combined with the previous Gaussian
filter, we obtain the so called Laplacian of Gaussian:
2

2

Fig. 1.

B. Analysis of a set of images

2
2
− x +y2
2∗σ

+y
1
LoG(x, y) = − π∗σ
1 − x2∗σ
∗e
.
4 ∗
2
Because the LoG has a high computational cost, it is
approximated with a Difference of Gaussians, which is a
difference of two Gaussians with two different σ deviations,
representing two different scaled images. The local extrema
of the computed DoG are considered potential keypoints.

Suppose that we have a set of images, and we want to compare a test image with each image in the set and detect whether
there exists a similar one. Of course, the first possibility is the
brute force one: we iterate through all the images and apply the
pair similarity algorithm described in the previous section.
Although this provides a correct result, it has a complexity
of O(number of images ∗ image match time). We shall
name this basic algorithm as the linear algorithm. Although
this algorithm is very straightforward, its complexity is undesirable if the number of images becomes large (i.e. more than
500). Moreover, most of the images in our set will likely have
a big similarity distance with our searched image, so maybe
we don’t want to apply the full pair similarity algorithm.
Thus, we need to determine an efficient algorithm which can
filter the initial set of images to a smaller set which contains
the best possible candidates in terms of visual similarity.
The filtering algorithm is implemented as follows: we maintain
a maximum number of M descriptors for each image in the
initial set and create P KD-trees with the set of descriptors
of the initial images. When a query for a test image arrives,
we compute its descriptors and then perform a K nearestneighbor search on each of our KD-trees. Then, we select the

2) Computing the Descriptors: Once we have the keypoints, the corresponding descriptors are computed by taking
a 16 × 16 neighborhood around the keypoint, and creating a
8 bin histogram for each sub-block of 4 × 4 size of the initial
neighborhood. Thus, a keypoint descriptor will contain 128
values.
III.

T HE I MAGE S IMILARITY A LGORITHM

The algorithm we developed is composed out of two parts:
•

the analysis of a pair of images, in which we try to
determine the degree of similarity between two images

•

the retrieval of a small subset of likely candidates of
similarity from a large image database

Comparison between two images

51
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top T images returned from the nearest neighbor searches and
perform the linear algorithm. We shall name this algorithm
the kdtree algorithm.
Of course, the important factors in the kdtree algorithm are:
•

filters applied (these sets are known to be correct beforehand).
We have inserted these images in a larger set of 100.000
images taken from the Internet and performed a queries for
each of the 4500 images of the similarity sets, getting the top
10 similar images. We want to observe:

the values of the numbers M , T and K from the above
description

•

the metric used in selecting the top T images from
the nearest-neighbor search

if the algorithm finds the exact match, i.e. the image
that has been queried with

•

the metric used in selecting the M descriptors from
the input images to form the KD-tree

if the algorithm finds the other images which are part
of the same similarity set

•

the mean running time of a query

•

N , the number of images that form a KD-tree

•

•

P , the number of KD-trees, which can be determined
from the total number of images and N .

how varying the metrics described above influences
the results of the query

•
•

We evaluate the response to a query, by looking at the
indices of the images from the current similarity set in the list
of results returned by the query. Thus, the index score for a
certain query can be computed as the sum of these indices;
the smaller the sum, the closer in the response list are the
images we want to find.
For the set of 100.000 images we use P = 20 KD-trees, each
KD-tree storing the descriptors for N = 5000 images.
The results of this test can be seen in the following two
tables. The first one describes, for similarity sets of size 3, 4
and 5, and for the metrics described in The Image Similarity
Algorithm, the average number of how many of these images
are found in the list of 10 returned images.

We propose three metrics in for selecting the filtered
images from the KD-tree based on the nearest-neighbor search:
•

the images with the largest number of descriptors
returned from the search

•

the images with the smallest average of the distance
of the found descriptors

•

the images with the largest distance between its descriptors and the average of all found descriptors (from
all the images)

The main problem when storing the descriptors in the KDtree is in what form to have the images during the computation.
We have three possibilities:
•

keep them in the original size

•

resize all the images to a fixed dimension (eg. 400 ×
300)

•

resize all the images to a fixed width and scale the
height

3
4
5

max nr descs
2.47
3.26
3.98

min avg
2.37
3.21
3.63

max dist to avg
2.52
3.38
4.14

The second table shows the index score (described
above) for the same queries and metrics.

3
4
5

For the initial attempts, we have set the values of M , T
and K to 40, 10 and 5 and used the largest number of found
descriptors as metric for selecting the filtered images from
the KD-tree.

max nr descs
8.32
12.69
18.35

min avg
9.29
13.15
21.36

max dist to avg
7.84
11.76
17.10

It can be observed that the third metric, the largest distance
from the descriptors of an image to the average of all found
descriptors, provides the best results.

C. Architecture of the application
We computed the descriptors for images resized to a fixed
value (height 400 and width 300), and analyzed the same
metrics and scores described above. The results can be seen
in the tables below, and they confirm that this image storing
performs worse than the aspect-ratio one, so we have decided
to continue using the first one.

The basic structure of our application is maintaining a set
of Image Servers, each containing a number of R KD-trees
to use for quering. Thus, when a query arrives, we shall use
a map-reduce technique: the query is distributed among the
Image Servers, which compute the most similar images from
their associated KD-tress and send the results back to a special
entity called the Map Reducer. The Map Reducer combines
these results, takes the best ones and sends them back to the
quering entity.
IV.

DATA S ET AND T ESTING

We have collected a set of 4500 images from the Internet,
which we have classified in about 1600 similarity sets, each
set being composed of up to five images. The images within
a similarity set differ in size, having various watermarks and
52

3
4
5

max nr descs
2.69
3.55
4.17

min avg
2.08
2.60
2.80

max dist to avg
2.73
3.62
4.32

3
4
5

max nr descs
6.32
10.37
16.8

min avg
11.93
18.46
28.35

max dist to avg
5.97
9.84
15.67
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1.36 seconds.
The second running time is the initialization of the KDtree, which is divided into two steps: the computation of the
descriptors for the images, and the construction of the actual
KD-tree.
In Figure 2 we can see the total initialization time for a KDtree, and the time needed only for the construction of the KDtree data structure (presuming that the descriptors are already
computed).

As stated in The Image Similarity Algorithm, we decided
to maintain multiple KD-trees in one Image Server in order
to improve the quality of the heuristic search on one such
KD-tree and reduce the total number of processes.
On the same set of 100.000 images, we created P = 40
Image Servers, with each server having 5000 images and
R = 2 KD-trees (that means N = 2500 images per KD-tree),
so that we could compare the correctness scores between
this implementation and the one with R = 1.
These are shown in the tables below:

3
4
5

max nr descs
2.86
3.83
4.6

min avg
2.5
3.35
4.75

max dist to avg
2.87
3.85
4.62

3
4
5

max nr descs
4.76
7.96
13.56

min avg
8.03
11.92
20.35

max dist to avg
4.70
7.82
13.49

It can be seen that the scores are comparable with the
ones obtained from running the algorithm it the two cases
shown in the previous subsections, so it can be confirmed that
using multiple KD-trees of a fixed (and lesser size) is in our
advantage when the overall dataset becomes larger, in order to
avoid a large number of Image Servers.

Fig. 2.

Also, we have constructed a single KD-tree which contains
the 4500 images from the similarity set in order to test the three
different metrics described in The Image Similarity Algorithm
for selecting the filtered images.
We retained the image pair score of the returned similar
images, and evaluated these three metrics by computing the
following correctness scores:
•

the mean between the image pair scores

•

the sum of the differences between the pair scores
of two consecutive similar images in the returned list

•

the maximum image pair score

number of images
100
200
500
1000
2000
3000
5000

The results of this test are shown in the next table:
max nr descs
661880
867877
1162618

min avg
693745
1021543
1134470

total init (seconds)
5.34
10.53
27.71
54.52
114.27
167.83
280.67

kdtree init (seconds)
0.48
0.99
3.17
7.72
16.26
24.31
41.20

We analyzed how a certain KD-tree Image Server with a
varying number of linear processed KD-trees performs when
submitting a query, in order to determine a viable value for
the R parameter (the number of KD-trees that form a KD-tree
Image Server).
In the table below we can observe the running time per query
as we increase the number of KD-trees for with N = 2500
images.

The goal is to minimize each of these correctness scores.

mean
sum of diff
max score

Initialization runtimes

max dist to avg
647355
856521
1150899

R, number of KD-trees
2
3
5
10
20
40

As it can be seen, the third metric, largest distance from the
descriptors of an image to the average of all found descriptors,
performs the best out of the three metrics.
A. Running Time

running time (seconds)
2.45
2.75
2.84
3.01
3.44
4.41

By looking at these running times, we can determine that
we can easily increase the number of KD-trees per Image
Server, as long as we maintain a decent number of images
as input for the linear algorithm, which is used after the
actual KD-tree search.

We have tested our algorithm on a machine with 55GB of
RAM, 16 quad-core processors with a frequency of 2.4GHz.
There are two different running times that we have been
interested in: the first is the actual time that it takes for a
query result to be computed - because of the heuristic search
on the KD-tree with a limited depth, this will not vary very
much when the KD-tree grows in size. For a number of 5000
queries, the mean running time of a search on a KD-tree is

Because the total number of images is divided into KDtrees of fixed dimension (in our case 5000 images), inserting a
53
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new image into our database is constant, because it just implies
creating a new KD-tree (or expanding a current one, if its
dimension doesn’t exceed 5000 images).
V.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F URTHER W ORK

In this paper, we have developed a scalable algorithm for
finding similar images in a large database, using the Harris
corner transformation, the SIFT descriptors and multiple KDtrees for storing the image data. We have explored several
metrics for selecting images out of the KD-trees and have
analyzed how these different metrics influence the images
returned by a query.
We have analyzed the running time of the algorithm, varying
the dimensions of the image database, and the associated KDtrees.
The algorithm has performed well under the current conditions,
and we plan on continuing our work on it, running a larger
number of queries on a larger initial image set and varying the
size of the KD-trees, in order to study how this affects overall
running time and accuracy of results.
We are also planning on running this algorithm with different
kinds of descriptors, like SURF or GIST, and try to implement
an efficient method for compressing these descriptors, which
would allow a larger storage capacity in the KD-trees.
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